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A note on recognizing an old friend in a new place:

list coloring and the zero-temperature Potts model
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Abstract. Here we observe that list coloring in graph theory coincides with the zero-

temperature antiferromagnetic Potts model with an external �eld. We give a list coloring

polynomial that equals the partition function in this case. �is is analogous to the connec-

tion between the chromatic polynomial and the zero-temperature, zero-�eld, antiferromag-

netic Potts model. �e subsequent cross fertilization yields immediate results for the Potts

model and suggests new research directions in list coloring.
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1. Introduction

One of the many fruitful connections between combinatorics and physics arises

from the recognition that, with constant interaction energy and in the absence

of an external �eld, the classical Tutte polynomial of graph theory and the Potts

model of statistical mechanics are the same object. (Surveys of this connection

may be found in [2, 3, 11, 16, 21].) A relevant subcase of this is that the chromatic

polynomial corresponds to the zero-temperature limit of the antiferromagnetic

Potts model.
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In this note we o�er simply an observation, but one which we believe builds

a new and important bridge between the �elds of graph theory and statistical me-

chanics. We �nd an unexpected connection between a heavily-studied area of

graph theory and the zero-temperature Potts model with an external �eld. �is

connection not only provides new opportunities for researchers to further reap the

rewards of cross-pollination between the �elds, but it also provides a formalization

for, and gives an established graph theoretical foundation to, work in this area un-

dertaken from a physics perspective. For example, it parallels the work of Shrock

and Xu in [17, 18], where they study a partition function that is also a specialization

of the V -polynomial, but in a di�erent limit.

List coloring is an important generalization of proper graph coloring. A list

coloring of a graph is a proper coloring of it using, at each vertex, only colors

drawn from a list speci�ed for that vertex. It has been extensively studied since

its introduction by V. Vizing [20] and by P. Erdos, A. Rubin and H. Taylor [5],

and some beautiful list coloring results have been obtained over the years. �e

Potts model is a central object of study in statistical mechanics, and many of its

applications involve some form of an external �eld. Of interest in this model is the

antiferromagnetic zero-temperature limit. In this note we de�ne a list-chromatic

polynomial, present it as a specialization of the V -polynomial of [4], and show

that it agrees with the partition function for the zero-temperature antiferromag-

netic Potts model with an external �eld. �is extends the classic result that the

chromatic polynomial corresponds to the zero-temperature limit of the antiferro-

magnetic Potts model in a zero-�eld to the setting of non-trivial external �elds.

Our observation has immediate rami�cations in both areas of study.

List coloring is fundamentally di�erent from classical proper coloring. For

example, while the proof of the Four Color �eorem for plane graphs is extremely

complicated, the proof of the corresponding Five Choosability �eorem for list

coloring plane graphs is both short and elegant (see [19]). Furthermore, while the

chromatic number gives a lower bound for the choosability number, the gap be-

tween these two numbers can be arbitrarily large, even when restricted to bipartite

graphs. Consequently, when there is no external �eld, there will be a zero en-

ergy ground state provided that the number of spin states is at least as large as the

chromatic number, but in contrast, even if there are considerably more spin states,

external �eld contributions be may chosen to stop the system settling into a zero

energy ground state. We give an example of this phenomenon on an augmented

3D cubic lattice.

�e correspondence between external �elds and list coloring leads to a num-

ber of other consequences, such as a uni�ed model incorporating boundary condi-
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tions, noting that phase transition is independent of preference strengths, reduction

to the classical case for uniform spin preferences, and computational complexity

implications. We conclude with a some suggestions of a few new directions in list

coloring research suggested by the Potts model application.

2. A review of the V -polynomial and the Potts model

In this section we provide a brief review of the V -polynomial and its specialization

to the Potts model with an external �eld. Full details can be found in [4].

Let G D .V; E/ be a graph (we allow multiple edges and loops). We will

generally assume that V D ¹v1; : : : ; vnº, and will often specify a vertex vi by its

index i . Edges will be identi�ed either by name such as e, or by their endpoints as

¹i; j º. Although graphs may have multiple edges, we eschew the bulky formalism

of indexing the multiple edges as there is no danger of confusion here. Since we

will make frequent use of functions whose domain is either E or V , we often

denote function values by subscripts, for example writing Fa for F.a/.

We work with graphs that are both vertex and edge weighted. Here a vertex

weighted graph is a graph G, together with a weight function ! mapping V.G/

into a torsion-free commutative semigroup. �e weight of the vertex i is the value

!i . Similarly, an edge weighted graph G has a function  from its edge set E.G/,

to a set  WD ¹eºe2E.G/, with  W e 7! e , for e 2 E.G/. We use x to denote an

indexed set of variables.

If G is a vertex and edge weighted graph, and e is an edge of G, then G � e

is the graph obtained from G by deleting the edge e, leaving the vertex weight

function unchanged, and restricting the edge weight function to E.G/ � ¹eº. If e

is any non-loop edge of G, then G=e is the graph obtained from G by contracting

the edge e and changing the vertex weight function as follows: if vi and vj are

the vertices incident to e, and v is the vertex of G=e created by the contraction,

then !.v/ D !.vi/ C !.vj /. In this case again the edge weight function is simply

restricted to E.G/ � ¹eº. Loops are not contracted.

De�nition 2.1. Let S be a torsion-free commutative semigroup, let G be a graph

equipped with vertex weights ! WD ¹!iº � S and edge weights  WD ¹eº, and let

x WD ¹xkºk2S be a set of commuting variables. �en the V -polynomial of G, de-

noted V .G/ D V .G; !I x; / 2 ZŒ¹eºe2E.G/; ¹xkºk2S �; is de�ned recursively by
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V .G/ D V .G � e/ C eV .G=e/, if e is a non-loop edge of G; (1)

V .G/ D .e C 1/V .G � e/, if e is a loop; (2)

V .En/ D

nY

iD1

x!i
; if En consists of n isolated vertices

of weights !1; : : : ; !n.

(3)

It was shown in [4] that the V -polynomial is well-de�ned, that is, it is inde-

pendent of the order in which the deletion-contraction relation is applied to the

edges. It was also shown that it admits a spanning subgraph expansion:

V .G/ D
X

A�E.G/

xc1
xc2

� � � xck.A/

Y

e2A

e; (4)

where cl is the sum of the weights of all of the vertices in the l-th connected

component of the spanning subgraph .V .G/; A/ of G. Spanning tree and spanning

forest expansions for the V -polynomial were given in [12].

We use an expression for the Potts model with an external �eld in a form that

can be specialized to many other common models. A state of a graph G D .V; E/

is an assignment � W V ! ¹1; : : : ; qº, for q 2 N, where the value of �i WD �.vi/ is

the spin at the vertex i . We let S.G/ denote the set of states of G.

For a given graph state � of G, the Hamiltonian of the Potts model with variable

edge interaction energy and variable �eld is

h.�/ D �
X

¹i;j º2E.G/

Ji;j ı.�i ; �j / �
X

vi 2V.G/

qX

˛D1

Mi;˛ı.˛; �i/: (5)

Here each edge e D ¹i; j º has an associated interaction energy (or spin-spin cou-

pling) Je D Ji;j . �e Mi;�i
2 C are the external �eld contributions. For a vertex

vi with spin �i , the external �eld contributes Mi;�i
to the Hamiltonian. We record

the possible (scalar) values of the external �eld contributions at a vertex vi for-

mally as a vector M i WD .Mi;1; Mi;2; : : : ; Mi;q/ 2 C
q . Accordingly, we may view

our graphs here as having edge weights given by ¹Jeºe2E.G/ and vector-valued

vertex-weights ¹M iºi2V.G/. �e Hamiltonian of Equation (5) specialises to many

other common Hamiltonians from the literature (see Section 6 of [4] for details).

�e Potts model partition function is

Z.G; J ; M I q; T / WD
X

�2S.G/

e�ˇh.�/:
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Here ˇ D 1=.�T /, where T is the temperature of the system, � is the Boltzmann

constant, and J and M refer to the interaction energies and external �eld contri-

butions on G, respectively.

�e main result of [4], given here as �eorem 2.2 below, is that the Potts model

partition function with a variable external �eld and variable edge interaction ener-

gies is an evaluation of the V -polynomial. �is result directly extends the seminal

connection between the zero-�eld Potts model partition function and the classical

Tutte polynomial to one that incorporates external �elds. Moreover, appropri-

ate specialisations of the result give graph polynomial connections, and Fortuin-

Kasteleyn-type representations for various standard, widely studied models such

as preferred spin, set of preferred spins, random �eld Ising model, etc., as given

in [4].

�eorem 2.2 ([4]). Let G be a graph with external �eld contributions given by

M i D .Mi;1; : : : ; Mi;q/ 2 C
q. �en

Z.G; J ; M I q; T / D V .G; !I ¹XM ºM2Cq ; ¹eˇJi;j � 1º¹i;j º2E.G//;

where the vertex weights are given by

!.vi/ D M i

and, for any M D .M1; : : : ; Mq/ 2 C
q ,

XM D

qX

˛D1

eˇM˛ :

Since the V -polynomial has a deletion-contraction reduction (cf. (1)–(3)), this

means that, like the classical case, the Potts model with an external �eld does too.

A further consequence is the following Fortuin-Kasteleyn-type representation for

the Potts model with variable external �eld and variable edge interaction:

Z.G; J ; M I q; T / D
X

A�E.G/

XMC1
� � � XMCk.A/

Y

e2A

.eˇJe � 1/; (6)

where MCl
is the sum of the weights, M i , of all of the vertices vi in the l-th con-

nected component of the spanning subgraph .V .G/; A/, and XM D
Pq

˛D1 eˇM˛ ,

for M D .M1; : : : ; Mq/ 2 C
q .
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3. List coloring and the zero-temp antiferromagnetic Potts model

3.1. List coloring. List colorings are generalizations of proper graph colorings

in which each vertex vi is assigned a set (called a list) li of allowed colors, and in

which the coloring may only assign colors from li to vi . Formally, let L be a set (L

is just the large set from which the vertex lists are drawn; typically L D N). Given

a graph G D .V; E/ and a set of list L D ¹li � Lºi2V , we say G is L-colorable if

there is a proper coloring of G with the color at each vertex vi belonging to the list

li . Note that if each li D ¹1; 2; : : : ; kº, then L-colorability is exactly k-colorability.

A graph G is k-choosable for a �xed integer k if it is L-colorable for any set of

lists L with jli j D k for all i . �e choosability, ch.G/, of G is the smallest k such

that G is k-choosable. Note that although we say ‘list’ here to be consistent with

the literature, the li ’s are simply sets. �ere are no repeated elements, nor does

the order of the elements matter. Also, while these lists may in general be in�nite,

for the current application it su�ces to assume they are �nite.

3.2. �e list-chromatic polynomial. �e chromatic polynomial �.GI �/ is the

graph polynomial whose evaluation �.GI k/ is the number of proper k-colorings

of G, for each k 2 N. Here we introduce an analogue of the chromatic poly-

nomial for list colorings. We will show that, just as the chromatic polynomial

is a specialization of the Tutte polynomial (see, [3] for details on the chromatic

and Tutte polynomials), the list-chromatic polynomial is a specialization of the

V -polynomial.

De�nition 3.1. Let G D .V; E/ be a graph with lists L D ¹liºi2V drawn from

some set L. Let S be the semigroup 2L under intersection. Assign each edge e of

G the weight e D �1. �en the list-chromatic polynomial is de�ned by

P.G; L/ WD V .G; LI x; �1/:

Since P.G; L/ is a specialization of V , it inherits a linear recursion relation:

P.G; L/ D P.G � e; L0/ � P.G=e; L00/, when e is not a loop; (7)

P.G; L/ D 0, when e is a loop; (8)

P.G; L/ D

nY

iD1

xli
, when G has n vertices and no edges. (9)

Here L0 D L since V.G/ D V.G � e/, and the lists in L00 are the same as in L

except at the endpoints of e, where the list at the new merged vertex in G=e is

given by the intersection of the two lists at the endpoints of e in G.
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P.G; L/ also inherits a spanning tree expansion from V :

P.G; L/ D
X

A�E.G/

.�1/jAjxc1
xc2

� � � xck.A/
; (10)

where cl is the intersection of the lists of all of the vertices in the l-th connected

component of the spanning subgraph .V .G/; A/. In addition, spanning tree and

spanning forest expansions for P.G; L/ follow from results in [12].

�eorem 3.2. Let G D .V; E/ be a graph with lists L D ¹li � Lºi2V . �e

list-chromatic polynomial counts list colorings of G in that P.G; L/j¹xlDjl jº is the

number of ways to list color G using the lists L. Here, for l � L, ¹xl D jl jº means

to substitute jl j for each indeterminate xl .

Proof. �e proof is a routine induction on the number of non-loop edges of G.

If G has no non-loop edges, the result is immediate from Equations (8) and (9).

Now let e be a non-loop edge of G, and consider G � e with lists given by L0. �e

number of ways to list color G � e is the number of ways when the endpoints of e

receive di�erent colors, plus the number of ways when the endpoints of e receive

the same color. �is is just the number of ways to list color G with lists from L

plus the number of ways to list color G=e with lists from L00, from which the result

follows.

Note that, as would be expected, P.G; L/ specializes to the usual chromatic

polynomial when all the lists are the same, i.e., when the list coloring reduces to

the usual graph coloring. In this case, only one variable xl appears in P.G; L/,

and the polynomial coincides with the chromatic polynomial �.GI xl/ of G.

3.3. �e zero-temperature antiferromagnetic Potts model with an external

�eld coincides with list coloring. It is well known that the chromatic polyno-

mial corresponds to the zero-temperature limit of the antiferromagnetic zero-�eld

q-state Potts model (i.e., when each Mi;˛ D 0 in Equation (5)):

lim
T !0

Z.G; J ; 0I q; T / D �.GI q/:

We will now prove the main observation of this note: that in the presence of an

external �eld, the zero-temperature limit of the Potts model gives list colorings.
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�eorem 3.3. �e list-chromatic polynomial corresponds to the zero-temperature

limit of the antiferromagnetic Potts model (with a possibly non-zero external �eld).

�at is, if G D .V; E/ is a graph then for the antiferromagnetic model in which

all external �eld contributions are non-positive, we have that

lim
T !0

Z.G; J ; M I q; T / D P.G; L/;

where each list li at vi is given by the positions of the zero terms of the external

�eld contributions M i .

Proof. Let G D .V; E/ be a graph. For the antiferromagnetic model, Je < 0 for

all edges, and we further assume that all �eld vectors have non-positive entries.

For the zero-temperature limit, as T ! 0 we have that ˇ ! 1, so we obtain

exp.�ˇh.�// D 0 unless h.�/ D 0, in which case it is 1. �us, in the limit,

Z.G; J ; M I q; T / counts states � in which h.�/ D 0. Since Je < 0 and Mi;˛ � 0

for all i and ˛, both
P

¹i;j º2E

Ji;j ı.�i ; �j / and
P

vi 2V

qP
˛D1

Mi;˛ı.˛; �i/ must then be

zero. �e former sum is zero if and only if � is a proper coloring. For the latter

sum, note that if we assign a list li to a vertex i by r 2 li () Mi;r D 0, then
P

vi 2V

qP
˛D1

Mi;˛ı.˛; �i/ D 0 () ˛ 2 li . �us, h.�/ D 0 () � gives a list

coloring using the lists li .

�e negative entries in the external �eld contributions may be thought of as

encoding non-preferred spins as in [17, 18], but here the entries are not restricted

to an interval as in that previous work. Since, as noted in Section 4, the values of

the entries do not matter, the zero entries in the external �eld contributions may

be thought of as preferred spins.

Note that in the absence of an external �eld (when all Mi;˛ D 0) we have

li D ¹1; : : : ; qº for all i . �en Z.G; J ; 0I q; T / counts proper colorings, which

is just the classical connection between the chromatic polynomial and the zero-

temperature Potts model.

3.4. Phase transitions. Since the fundamental thermodynamic functions involve

taking logarithms of the partition functions, phase transitions occur when the in-

�nite volume limit of the partition function is zero. In particular, we consider

the ground state entropy (per vertex) of the Potts antiferromagnetic model in the

in�nite volume limit:

� lim
n!1

lim
T !0

1

n
ln.Z.Gn; J ; M I q; T // D � lim

n!1

1

n
ln.P.GnI Ln//:
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Here n ! 1 means that there is an in�nite family of graphs (typically lattices)

that grow in size, with some modest constraints, such as there be natural inclusions

G1 � : : : � Gn � : : :, and that the external �eld contributions or lists respect these

inclusions so that the external �eld or list on a vertex in Gi remains on that vertex

under its inclusion in all Gj for i < j .

We pause here for some brief historical notes. On the combinatorics side,

D. Forge and T. Zaslavsky, in [7], studied a polynomial of gain graphs, and their

work includes a list-chromatic polynomial for gain graphs. �eir polynomial, de-

veloped independently, is essentially an evaluation of the V -polynomial of [4],

specialized to gain graphs, and their list-chromatic polynomial for gain graphs is

similar in �avor, if not in detail, to the list-chromatic polynomial given here.

On the statistical physics side, R. Shrock and Y. Xu considered the weighted-

set chromatic polynomial, P h.G/, in [17, 18], and note but do not pursue a pos-

sible list-coloring connection. Like the list-coloring polynomial, the polynomial

P h.G/ is an extension of the chromatic polynomial that arises from the Potts

model partition function in an external �eld. �e polynomial P h.G/ can be re-

covered from the V -polynomial by removing the eˇJe from the product in (6), and

taking each M D .H; : : : ; H; 0; : : : ; 0/ where the number of H ’s is s. However,

the polynomial P h is not the list-coloring polynomial. P h is obtained from the

Potts model by taking the limit K D ˇJ ! 1, rather than ˇ ! 1 as we do here

to obtain list coloring (in P h, taking ˇ ! 1 corresponds to w ! 1 which gives

the chromatic polynomial). It would be valuable to have combinatorial framework

for studying P h.

4. Rami�cations and perspectives for future work

We provide a few examples of rami�cations of �eorem 3.3 to illustrate that mean-

ingful results should emerge by mining the relevant statistical mechanics and graph

theory literature, and correlating results across the �elds.

� Contrast to the zero-�eld case for minimum energy states. In the zero-�eld case,

understanding minimum energy states is straightforward: a system can achieve a

zero energy state if and only if the number of spin states is at least as large as the

chromatic number, .G/, of its graph G. �is is not the case in the presence of

an external �eld. Here, if q < .G/ then again the system cannot achieve a zero

energy state. However, if q � .G/, then whether or not the system is able to

achieve a zero energy state is highly dependent on the exact form of the external
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�eld contributions. If all lists have size greater than ch.G/, then the system will

be able to achieve a zero energy state. In general, since the external �eld contri-

butions determine the lists on the vertices, the question becomes whether or not

the external �eld contributions give rise to lists from which G is list colorable.

For example, let q D 3 and consider the cubic lattice augmented by adding the

three internal diagonal edges to each unit cube, so that each cube is a copy of K4;4.

Assign the following external �eld contributions according to the coordinates of

the vertices: .�1; 0; 0/ if x C y � 0 mod 3, then .0; �1; 0/ if x C y � 1 mod 3,

and .0; 0; �1/ if x C y � 2 mod 3, irrespective of the z-coordinate. �is system

does not have a zero energy state since the lattice cannot be colored from the

resulting lists.

On the other hand, �omassen [19] showed that planar graphs are 5-choosable.

�is means that in a planar system with q spin states, as long as there are at least

5 zero entries in the external �eld contribution at each vertex (so the lists all have

size at least 5), then the system will have zero energy states.

� Independence of preference strength. In the conversion from the Potts model

to list coloring, the values of the entries in the external �eld contributions do not

matter, just their positions. �us, any phase transition or other zero-temperature

phenomenon captured by the partition function is independent of the strengths of

the spin preferences and only depends on which spins are preferred.

� Boundary conditions. Many models, both with and without external �elds, as-

sume boundary conditions in the form of �xed spins on speci�ed vertices. �e for-

malism here gives a uni�ed approach to zero-temperature limits of antiferomag-

netic boundary condition models. A boundary vertex i with a �xed spin of, say, b

is simply assigned a �eld contribution with Mi;˛ equal to 0 if ˛ D b, and -1 other-

wise. �is forces its spin to be b in every state counted in lim
T !0

Z.G; J ; M I q; T /.

In particular, there is now a deletion-contraction reduction and Fortuin-Kasteleyn-

type expansion for models with boundary conditions in the zero-temperature limit.

Focussing on the combinatorics, precoloring is a form of graph coloring in

which colors are speci�ed on some vertices of the graph, and then the rest of the

vertices are colored so as to achieve a proper coloring. Precoloring thus corre-

sponds to the zero-temperature limit of a system with boundary conditions.

In [9], J. Jacobsen and H. Saleur studied a variant of the chromatic polynomial,

called the boundary chromatic polynomial, PG.q; qs/ that arose from the Potts

model partition function with boundary conditions. �ey considered q-colorings

of graphs embedded in the annulus in which vertices on the boundary can only
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be coloured with a subset of qs colors. �eir polynomial PG.q; qs/ is easily re-

covered as an evaluation of P.GI L/ by giving the non-boundary vertices lists

¹1; : : : ; qº and the boundary vertices a list consisting of the allowed qs colours,

and then applying Equation (10). Note that applying Equation (4) instead gives

the polynomial ZG.q; qsI v/ from [9].

� Uniform preferences. We say that external �eld contributions are s-uniform if

they have s zero entries and are the same at each vertex, as is the case in many

common models. In this case, the corresponding lists at each vertex in the zero-

temperature limit all have size s and are the same. �us, at zero-temperature, the

partition function reduces to the chromatic polynomial but evaluated at s not q.

�is gives a succinct mathematical proof that the zero-temperature phase transi-

tions for preferred spin models will coincide with those of a zero-�eld model with

fewer spin states. For example, if q D 3, then a system with two preferred spins (so

one non-preferred spin, and the external �eld contributions have two zero entries,

so the lists have size two), will have the same zero-temperature phase transition

as it does for the classical zero-�eld Ising model.

� Computational complexity. In the zero-�eld case there has been considerable

interplay of computational complexity results from the �elds of graph theory, and

statistical mechanics (see [21], for example). �is appears to be the case here as

well, as indicated by the following sample results. We begin by noting that the

number of minimum energy states is an important statistic. In the case that the

minimum energy is zero, this number is given by evaluating the list coloring poly-

nomial. As demonstrated by a number of results from the list coloring literature,

this is often NP-hard in general. However, there are tractable special cases, par-

ticularly for graphs of bounded treewidth. As a representative example, in [8] we

�nd that list coloring can be done in O.ntC2/-time where n is the size of the graph

and t is its treewidth. �us, the number of zero energy states may be computed

in polynomial time for systems with bounded treewidth. A second example, from

[6], is that for graphs of constant treewidth, given a constant r , there is a linear

time algorithm to tell if ch.G/ � r when all the lists on G have size at least r . �is

means that for such graphs, there is a linear time algorithm that will determine that

there are zero energy states given r as the minimum number of zeros appearing in

any of the external �eld contributions.

Recognizing this new application of list coloring to statistical physics now

leads to new directions in list coloring. We summarize some areas of interest

in statistical mechanics restated as list coloring problems. �ese problems often
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shift the emphasis of list coloring problems from choosability in general, to spe-

ci�c classes of graphs (especially lattices) and to speci�c lists.

� Families of graphs. In statistical mechanics, the behaviour of partition functions

of families of graphs that grow in some controlled way, such as square, triangular,

hexagonal, or cubic lattices, Cn � Cn, ladders, etc. are often considered. In terms

of list coloring, these considerations place an emphasis on list coloring results for

these families of graphs: when may or may not they be list colored and from what

types of lists. In the questions below, again these would be some relevant classes

of graphs to consider.

� Phase transitions. A fundamental question in statistical mechanics is whether

there is a phase transition at zero-temperature. �is manifests as a failure of ana-

lyticity in the in�nite volume limit. In the zero-�eld case, this problem has been

approached by considering accumulation points, and by clearing regions of the

complex plane to show that there can be no real accumulation point in some par-

ticular interval. Here, however, the problem becomes multi-dimensional as the

parameters are not just a single integer q, but all integers from 0 to q, represent-

ing the possible list sizes. �us, an analogous approach would involve clearing

regions of Cq for the list coloring polynomial for speci�c classes of graphs.

� Counting. �e number of minimum energy states of a system is a relevant statis-

tic. Assuming the minimum energy is zero, this translates to asking how many

ways a graph G may be colored from a given set of lists. As noted above, this is

given by evaluating the list-chromatic polynomial, and is known to be NP-hard

in many cases. However, even bounds for relevant classes of graphs or particular

forms of lists would be interesting.
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